
Joys of Harvest
Harvest is here once more! Although challenging, harvest brings us joy in every detail. Whether it is

in the vineyard at sunrise or elbows deep in an active fermentation, every moment makes a

difference. We bask in all the collective passion from ourselves as well as other grape growers we

source from, and we celebrate with attentive artistry from dawn until dusk. My father, brother, and

myself make up the entire production force during harvest. From picking in the vineyards to

managing ferments, even draining finished tanks and shoveling out skins to be pressed. It is that

passion that keeps us fueled and working day in and day out in order to achieve the palatal

perfection we hope you enjoy with every sip. We lean on each other as family to craft new

additions to our portfolio, but also to celebrate additions to our family. This year’s miracle comes

in the form of a beautiful, healthy young boy named William Sage Davis: my first child. He has

come into the world smiling and laughing frequently, especially hard at his grape rattle! He has

given me an entirely new lens to view my world through. I am so lucky to share every moment of

fatherhood alongside my own father and brother, hoping one day to watch Sage in the cellar

during harvest, just as I am every day with them. I hope he one day gets to meet you all, and learn

about each one of his extended family members that allow him to run among the vines and share

this passion we celebrate every day. Maybe he will understand the craft and the significance of a

perfectly executed experience, be it dinner on a Wednesday or a pairing in a Michelin Star

restaurant. I hope he can learn the art of caring for his earth, and watching it show gratitude in

every berry and blade of grass. While he has some time ahead, I remember learning at a young

age, and running through the vineyards with my Dad; talking about what was for dinner, what kind

of grapes were his favorite, and thinking of all the new friends I was going to make. Unknowingly

meeting many of you, with no notion of business, only joy of the experience; so thank you to each

and every one of you I have met, shared a glass of wine with, and thank you as well to each one of

you I happily anticipate meeting. You are all a part of the Davis family in our eyes. 

 

 

From Our Vineyards and Our Hearts, 

Cooper Davis 



2016 Soul Patch Pinot Noir
Our 2016 Soul Patch Pinot Noir is a brilliant

reminder of what makes our estate vineyard

so amazing! Never given any pesticide,

herbicide, or fungicide since day one, this is a

perfect representation of our Founder,

Farmer, and Winemaker Guy Davis’ dream. To

create some of the most delicious wines in

California in the vineyard using sustainable

practices, highlighting each varietal from one

of the premier neighborhoods in Russian

River Valley. An east-facing hillside, this

vineyard gets great early morning sun

without the harsh afternoon sun, holding

onto its complexity as a result.This 2016 is

loaded with complexity, starting with bright

red fruit, gently darkening as it moves

towards brown spice and a silky, sandstone,

earthiness. The acidity is elegant and

drinkable now, but I would recommend

getting a couple extra bottles so you can

make sure to have a couple tucked away for

later! 

Our 2016 Dutton Ranch Pinot Noir is the

embodiment of a lifetime of hard work, and

the premium quality that comes with the

‘Dutton Ranch” designation. Beautiful blue

fruit with fresh, tart acidity, brown baking

spice lies in wait beneath notes of violet and

rose petal. The late Warren Dutton, a second

generation Sonoma County agriculturalist

and at the time, apple farmer, began seeing

the apple orchards of Sonoma County

beginning to fail. He took his extensive

knowledge of the many soil types and

premier orchard sites, and began selectively

purchasing his favorite parcels. Often

rehabilitating the north and west facing

slopes, then replanting grapes on the south

and east facing hillsides to Burgundian

varietals. Many considered this crazy, claiming

the cool climates would lengthen the

growing season to the point you could never

ripen red wines. Let us all raise a glass of

delicious Dutton Ranch to celebrate the

vision of this legend of Green Valley, a true

pioneer of Pinot Noir.

2016 Dutton Ranch Pinot Noir


